Aug 2020 Newsletter - July Results

You could be here!

You could be here!

You could be here!

Elizabeth Carroll

Kristie Miller

You could be here!

You could be here!

Adriana Baumgartner

The title of Future Independent Sales
Director has changed to Elite Team
Leader. But that’s the only thing
changing about this prominent step
on the career path!

Sarah Shope

$1159.50

Elizabeth Carroll

$1090.50

Kirsten Leatherman

$834.00

Jodi Brown

$641.50

Jenny Snuffer

$632.00

Sarah Zimmermann

$624.00

combined wholesale Section 1 orders in any calendar month. You can
increase your commission to 13% when you place a personal minimum $600
wholesale Section 1 order in the same month that at least 5 personal team
members each place minimum $225 wholesale Section 1 orders.

Michelle LaMarca-Hartman

$604.00

Team-Building Bonus

Lisa Bell

$603.50

Kristie Miller

$401.00

Lorraine Dove

$336.50

Ashley Shearer

$292.50

Compensation
9% or 13% personal team commission
Team-Building bonus
Personal Team Commissions
When you have 5 or more active
personal team members, you can earn
a 9% commission on team members’

An active Independent Beauty Consultant, Senior Beauty Consultant, Star
Team Builder, Team Leader or Elite Team Leader will earn a $50 Team‑
Building bonus for each Great Start‑qualified new personal team member. She
will receive the bonus in the month the new personal team member’s Great
Start‑qualifying order is received.

Now - June 30, 2021

Susan Gydesen

$249.00

Adriana Baumgartner

$21.50

Elizabeth Carroll
Kirsten Leatherman
Lisa Bell
Jessica Dillman
Michelle LaMarca-Hartman
Sarah Zimmermann
Jenny Snuffer
Sarah Shope
Kristie Miller
Madison Luckenbaugh

$6635.00
$5783.50
$4549.00
$4000.00
$3682.00
$3507.00
$3363.50
$3191.00
$2011.00
$2005.00

Now - June 30, 2021

Elizabeth Carroll

1

New Consultant Name

Sponsored By

Rachel Lee

Joni S. Cool

What is it and
how does it work?
Dotted areas
are ideas of
where to use
the correcting
stick.

NEW! LIMITED-EDITION
Color Correcting Stick, $14

Think of the correcting stick as your
magic wand! You can correct and
perfect problem areas and bring your
best face forward! Ready. Set. CORRECT!
Ditch Dullness Use the Ditch Dullness
purple correcting stick to neutralize
yellow to help wake up your face and
have less tired-looking skin.

4%
Elizabeth Carroll
Kristie Miller
Adriana Baumgartner

$25.66
$24.96

Consultant Name

Birthday

Madison Luckenbaugh

Sept 04

Rachel Lee

Sept 06

Charles Lease

Sept 16

Tuesday Kennell

Sept 22

Levi Allen

Sept 23

Lilian Rivera

Sept 28

$24.14
Consultant Name

Num of Years

Susan Gydesen

7

Jordan McEvoy

5

Myrna Garcia

1

First Quarter Ends Sept. 15, 2020

Name
Elizabeth Carroll
Sarah Shope
Jodi Brown
Lisa Bell
Kirsten Leatherman
Michelle LaMarca-Hartman
Sarah Zimmermann
Jenny Snuffer
Adriana Baumgartner
Kristie Miller
Jessica Dillman
Jennifer Uber
Rebecca Lichty
Alex Hewitt

Contest Amount
$5063.50
$2117.80
$2033.30
$1403.90
$1254.60
$1169.70
$1038.00
$762.00
$755.30
$708.00
$699.90
$629.40
$607.40
$606.30

Star Won to Date
Pearl
Sapphire
Sapphire

Needed for Next Star
$0.0
$282.20
$366.70
$396.10
$545.40
$630.30
$762.00
$1038.00
$1044.70
$1092.00
$1100.10
$1170.60
$1192.60
$1193.70

ONE: She has a PROFIT MOTIVE: Money may not be her driving force, but she absolutely expects to be well
compensated for her work. She wants to make money. She enjoys the choices money grants. Profit, to these
women, has a positive ring to it.
TWO: A Six-Figure female has AUDACITY: She at some point in her life had to seriously step out of her comfort
zone, to do something that she was not entirely sure she could do. She may or may not have succeeded, but
she had the audacity to try.
THREE: A Six-Figure female has RESILENCE: She had the grit to get back up and keep going when she didn’t
succeed or when she encountered setbacks.
FOUR: A Six Figure female has ENCOURAGEMENT: Six figure women have incredibly nurturing relationships with
one or more people who believe in them, continually root for them, and sometimes prod them along. This
could be a friend, business mentor, spouse, or parent.
FIVE: A Six-Figure female has SELF-AWARENESS: She strives to know who she is and what she wants.
She constantly monitors her goals, values, priorities, skills, and talents.
SIX: A Six-Figure female can DEATTACH: She is willing to let go of what does not work, or what holds her back,
and is able to keep a hold on what she values the most and that which is most successful.
The most successful women in this world understand and follow the rules of money!

Delight Up the Holidays!
Get ready for the Holiday 2020
issue of The Look. Enrolled
customers can experience
exclusive FREE samples inside.
PCP Enroll July 19 – Aug. 17, 2020.
Only 70¢ per name.

